**Tool Dock**
- Installs with provided screws.
- Pairs with Spider Tool Tabs and Tool Grips.
- Works great on ladders, tables, and work benches.

**Tool Holster**
- Attaches to any professional or casual belt.
- Unlock and unholster tools with one motion!

**Locked Position**
Holster will self-lock every time a tool is holstered!
To retrieve tool, lift tab with thumb while unholstering. Fast and easy!

**Unlocked Position**
You can set your holster to “unlocked” position by pushing the tab up until it “CLICKS”.
Push tab down to reset to locked position.

**Tool Tab**
- Easy to apply PEEL & STICK application!
- Pairs with Spider Tool Holsters and Tool
- Works great on Tape Measures, Bit Boxes, Water Bottles, and other flat surfaced tools!

1. Clean and dry the surface of your tool.
2. Peel off 3M adhesive backing and firmly press the Tool Tab into place.
3. Allow time adhesive to cure for best results.

**Tool Grip**
- Pairs with Spider Tool Holster & Tool Docks!
- Stretches to fit any tool handle!
- Silicone infused fabric prevents slipping.
- For use with heavier tools, the provided zip tie can be installed for increased stability and hold.

**BitGripper v2**
- Easy to apply PEEL & STICK
- Conveniently store 3-to-6 driver bits on the side of your power drill / driver!

**Easy and Convenient Storage for Your Driver Bits!**

1. Clean and dry the surface of your tool.
2. Peel off 3M adhesive backing and firmly press the BitGripper into place.
3. Allow time adhesive to cure for best results.

**Works Great With:**
- Multi-tools
- Flashlights
- Drills / Drivers
- Reciprocating Saws